The U.S. Department of Defense operates a supply system to support its extensive range of national defense activities. The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) manages most of the enormous number of items purchased within this system. DLA Troop Support issues and administers vendor contracts, lessening the administrative burden for the DoD.

WHAT IS THE MRO PRIME VENDOR PROGRAM?
To streamline its procurement activities, the DLA developed a Prime Vendor Program designed to provide MRO supplies directly from integrated Prime Vendor supply contractors. The goals of the program are to consolidate orders, ensure discounted pricing, obtain items quickly, and receive enhanced logistics services to meet the specific needs of the defense customers.

NOBLE IS THE MRO PRIME VENDOR FOR MULTIPLE REGIONS OF NATIONAL DEFENSE OPERATIONS
As the assigned MRO Prime Vendor for CONUS Northeast and Southeast regions of defense operations and EUCOM, CENTCOM, and AFRICOM regions of OCONUS operations, Noble performs tailored logistics support services through the Prime Vendor MRO Program.

Noble's logistics capabilities include:
- Supply chain management
- A single point to consolidate fulfillment of requirements
- 24/7 support
- Custom system integration to support defense ordering requirements
- An infrastructure of base operations and warehouses to maintain supply and facilitate delivery
- Contingency capabilities to cover national emergencies, natural disasters, relief efforts, and troop deployments
- Additional services at base locations associated with military public works and civil engineering exercises

HOW DO DOD CUSTOMERS BENEFIT?
DoD customers benefit from Noble's 35+ years of expertise as a provider of supply and logistics services to government. Noble's DLA TLS MRO Program covers a wide range of DoD and Federal Government customers and offers thousands of TAA and Berry Amendment compliant maintenance items.

Noble's DLA MRO Procurement Option offers these benefits:
- Product/Manufacturer of choice
- Tailored logistics support from DLA and Noble
- Equipment and ancillary services
- Average time to process is under 30 days
- Programmatic purchasing allowed
- Wide scope & high threshold
- Enterprise-wide contracting
- Use of varying funding colors
- Limited visibility / no protests
- Limited EOY closure (case by case)
- Low pass through, low overhead
- Cost plus fee (no high margins)
- A program created by DLA for you to offer tailored logistics support
- An easy way to complete projects with less red tape!
SUPPLY SOLUTIONS TAILORED TO OUR WARFIGHTERS

EXAMPLES OF IN-SCOPE ITEMS

- Communication devices, two-way radios
- Tools, presses, waterjet machines, and related shop equipment
- Chillers, transformers, switches, and related components
- Lathes, 3D printers, parts cleaners
- Spill containment systems and booms, floating log booms
- Generators and spares
- Wire, cable, chain, rope, and line
- Fencing, gates, cameras, and related security systems
- Solar panels, LED lighting, portable light plants
- Trailers, floor sweepers, scissor lifts, car and truck lifts
- Lubricating products, aggregates
- Snowplows, sanders, and select vehicle-mounted items
- Bricks, blocks, steel, aluminum, and lumber
- Bulk road salt, sand, gravel
- Shore tie components, gangways, pier camels, fenders
- Chemicals, HAZMAT, paint, and painting supplies
- Electrical, plumbing, and masonry supplies
- Aviation maintenance platforms
- Specialized hardware, test instruments
- Prefabricated and modular buildings
- HVAC, refrigeration units, repairs, and components
- Custom design fabrications
- Laboratory supplies and instruments
- Landscape equipment, ground supplies
- Wiring, cabling, and electronic installation materials

Thousands of items are available... call us to learn more.

E-COMMERCE SOLUTIONS

Our information technology experts are experienced in custom system integrations that make purchasing an efficient, seamless process for DoD customers while ensuring built-in compliance and security. ALPHA, Noble's proprietary cloud-based software, streamlines the purchasing process and provides real-time access to inventory availability, order status, and transit visibility. Whether at home or in theater, you can log in to order products, track purchases, and receive customer support. With a proven global network of operations, a team of experienced logisticians, and mission-tested support, Noble is your complete logistics solution.

ALPHA ORDERING SYSTEM, DESIGNED FOR THE DOD

Noble's exclusive ALPHA ordering system makes mission supply easier. Registration is quick and easy at noble.com. Once registered, you will have access to our huge catalog of mission supply items and will be able to submit RFQs and check order status and history. Our system offers total order visibility with real-time MIPR/budget accounting and audit-ready reporting. Ask your Customer Solutions Manager for details.

HOW TO GET STARTED

Find out more about DLA Troop Support Construction & Equipment programs.

Maintenance Repair and Operations
https://www.dla.mil/TroopSupport/ConstructionandEquipment/MaintenanceRepairandOperations/

DLA's MRO Customer Handbook

Find out more about Noble's DLA MRO programs on our website.